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Abstract. In an Industry 4.0 (I4.0) context there is significant increase in
information exchange and storage through the interaction among assets (ma-
chines, systems, and people). These data are important because it can lead to the
autonomy of assets in decision making. However, the entire organization of I4.0
assets in terms of the quantity and the quality of information to be managed
makes the system very complex. Thus, a systematic is needed to deal with this
complexity where reference architectures can be used to identify the function-
ality required to handle this large amount and diversity of data, and how they
can be organized. Therefore, the aim here is the specification of a big data
acquisition process for its implementation within I4.0 context to ensure quality
data for analysis and decision making. The proposed solution is based on ref-
erence architectures NBDRA and RAMI 4.0.
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1 Introduction

Rüßmann et al. [1] recognize that I4.0 is a revolution sustained by nine technological
pillars. Among them, several researchers such as [2] confirm big data and its analysis as
a fundamental aspect.

Regarding the concepts of data acquisition systems (DAQ), manuals like [3] pre-
sent the main fundamentals. However, in I4.0 the features involved in DAQ require a
review, not only on the magnitude of the data involved but mainly of the activities
necessary for productive and service processes improvement. An example of said
magnitude generated by the connectivity between modern industry, cloud-based
solutions and business management is the report [4], which forecasts an increase from
130 to 40,000 exabytes of data generated between 2005 and 2020, and that it doubles
every two years onwards [5].

In this context, aiming to implement big data in I4.0, past works [6, 7] centered
initially on requirements elicitation. The present work focuses on the development and
specification of a system architecture for data acquisition in I4.0, thus, answering the
research question of how the big data acquisition relates and is organized within he
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I4.0. The architecture proposed here derived from reference architectures for big data
systems and the I4.0.

2 Relationship to Technological Innovation for Life
Improvement

Brown et al. [8] claim that big data will become an asset responsible for optimizing
business models, serving as a fundamental basis for competition, and [5] associate big
data analysis to enhancements to the development of products and services. These
works confirm the expected impact of big data for life improvements that can be
extended to I4.0.

Rüßmann et al. [1] also evaluates the benefits that I4.0 will bring across four areas:

• Productivity: I4.0 is expected to bring improvements in the productivity. The gain
in productivity percentage may vary across different industrial areas up to 30%;

• Revenue growth: I4.0 is expected to encourage revenue growth. Through the
increasing demand for smart equipment and data applications by manufacturers, and
the increasing demand for customized products by consumers, pushing an extra
revenue growth;

• Employment: I4.0 is expected to lead an increase in the employment. As the
productive and service systems get more and more complex, I4.0 is expected to
further the demand for professionals in the engineering, software development and
IT areas;

• Investment: I4.0 is expected to increase the amount of investments made in the
industrial area. It is expected that in Germany, companies invest €250 billion from
2015 to 2025 to incorporate I4.0 to its production processes.

Within this context, it is recognized the opportunities that big data for I4.0 can
bring to productive and service systems, and consequently, carrying technological
innovations for life improvements along the value chain1. Improvements in analytical
capabilities and the quantities and quality of data are also expected to bring about
improvements in sustainability (economic, social and environmental) [9].

Consequently, this work has contributions toward said life improvements:
fomenting the discussion of big data and specifying an architecture of the big data
acquisition activities within the I4.0.

3 Background

In this section, the background related to this work is presented. A thorough review of
the big data concepts was discussed in previous work [6].

1 The value chain is a reference to the set of activities that a company operating in an industrial context
performs to deliver a product or service to the consumer market [10].
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3.1 System Architecture

An “architecture” is defined as an organizational structure of a system (i.e., an infor-
mation system plus its devices), containing its parts, relationships, principles and
guidelines that serve to its design, implementation and evolution over time [11].

A “reference architecture” is defined by [12] as a document or set of documents that
represents the recommended product and service structures and integrations to form a
solution (the system architecture), incorporating accepted practices and answering the
questions that arise during its development. Adolphs et al. [13] argue that reference
architectures play an important role in describing key aspects of system structure and
are the starting point for developing the tools needed to effectively deploy a system
architecture.

3.2 NBDRA

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is one of the oldest sci-
entific laboratories in the United States. Among the projects developed at NIST is the
NIST Big Data Interoperability Framework, which has generated a 7-volume collection
of studies to create a reference architecture that facilitates understanding of the oper-
ational complexities of dealing with big data, providing a tool for describing, dis-
cussing and developing specific architectures from a common framework [14].

The architecture was developed considering reputable data science companies and
ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) solutions.

The NIST Big Data Reference Architecture (NBDRA) considers a big data system
with five logical functional components (“System Orchestrator”, “Data Provider”,
“Big Data Application Provider”, “Data Consumer” and “Big Data Framework
Provider”) connected by interoperability interfaces (i.e., services) and surrounded by
two frameworks (“Security and Privacy” and “Management”) that represent the
intertwined nature of management and security and privacy in all components.

In this context, the NBDRA provides the structure and necessary functionalities,
that is, the background for the big data acquisition enabling its relationship within I4.0.

3.3 RAMI 4.0

The RAMI 4.0 (Reference Architectural Model for Industry 4.0) was developed as
reference architecture conceived as a model for systems in I4.0 [15].

Within its three axes, all aspects of I4.0 can be mapped allowing elements to be
classified according to this three-dimensional view. The concepts involved in I4.0 can
be explored and implemented using RAMI 4.0, enabling a stepwise migration from the
present to the I4.0 [15].

According to [16], each axis can be summarized as:

• Layers: This axis describe every asset`s technical functions and special properties
along its six layers. Through this, all of its characteristics can be virtually mapped;

• Life Cycle and Value Stream: This axis characterizes the state of the asset at a
specific location at a specific time during its entire life cycle. Through this it is
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possible to maintain a record for the life cycle, including the time, location and state
parameters, and, at the minimum, the type and instance states;

• Hierarchical Levels: This axis is responsible for assigning the asset to the entity
responsible for its control. Through this, the intelligence within a machine or system
can also be taken in consideration for the decision making along with the control
device [13].

A summary of each layer was discussed in previous work [7].
The NBDRA and related literature, is here used to structure the necessary func-

tionalities for the big data acquisition process under the RAMI 4.0.

4 Big Data Acquisition Architecture

In this section, the architecture for big data acquisition with its components and the
interactions among them is presented. Additionally, the data flow is detailed, deter-
mining the procedure for collecting, integrating, storing and analyzing data. The
commands to be sent back to the devices based on the decision making made from the
entities that analyzed data are also identified.

4.1 Architecture Components

The proposed architecture elucidates and organize the necessary functionalities in a
productive system’s context within I4.0. For this purpose, the architecture brings
together the functionalities of the components necessary for the acquisition of data
organized according to the RAMI 4.0 “layers” axis.

In the first layer, Asset, are the physical elements of the process (e.g. equipment,
products, sensors, actuators, etc.). This layer references the “Data Provider” discussed
in the NBDRA.

In the second layer, Integration, are the functionalities responsible for connecting
the real and virtual worlds. Also, in this layer is the process of associating the com-
munication technology to the data collected.

In the third layer, Communication, data collected from every source are integrated
and filtered, removing irrelevant or redundant data. Also, in this layer the communi-
cation protocols are associated to the data.

In the fourth layer, Information, the data are stored in a solution compatible with
its necessities. This layer references the functionalities addressed in the NBDRA as the
“Big Data Framework Provider”. Also, in this layer are performed the data analysis and
visualization of the results, followed by the decision-making process, addressed in as
the “Big Data Application Provider” in the NBDRA.

In the fifth layer, Functional, are the interfaces for the horizontal integration and
the description of all functionalities. This layer is also responsible for generating the
rules to be followed and the decision-making logic, addressing the “Data Consumer” in
the NBDRA.

In the sixth and last layer, Business, are the rules to be followed to ensure that the
functions performed maintaining the integrity of every asset. This layer is responsible
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for the orchestration of the services in the functional layer, addressing concepts from
the “System Orchestrator” from the NBDRA.

Figure 1(a) illustrates the architecture components proposed for big data acquisition
in the I4.0.

4.2 Interactivity Among Components

Figure 1(b) illustrates the proposed data acquisition process through the interaction of
the architecture’s components, starting with the occurrence of an event.

The data flow in the architecture establish from the sensoring to the data prepa-
ration, the steps for its storage and analysis. The decision-making process can access
these data and consult the available services and the rules to be followed. After the
decision making, commands are sent back to act on devices.

Fig. 1. (a) Architecture’s components within the “Layers” axis of RAMI 4.0 (b) Detailing of
the data flow among components
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4.3 Architecture Evaluation

Among the various techniques for modeling systems, the Petri net (PN) stands out in
principle for its graphical form of representing processes, and systems and is recog-
nized as useful and effective for a structural and functional analysis. In this context, the
architecture was evaluated though the use of the PFS/PN (Production flow
Schema/Petri net) technique [17].

The PFS model is an interpreted graph that originated from PN to describe pro-
cesses and systems at different levels of abstraction. PFS allows for a progressive
detailing of the activities and flows of relevant items (e.g. materials or data) and,
because of their intuitive language, generated models can be effortlessly comprehended
by many experts (e.g. engineers, designers or architects). Figure 2 illustrates the PFS
model of the data acquisition process along the RAMI 4.0 layers.

Through the PFS model it was possible to derive a PN model of the proposed
architecture and the interactions among its components. The resulting PN models in
turn were formally analyzed and/or simulated, allowing for the evaluation of the
architecture structure (e.g. the dynamic of its functionalities such as the existence of
deadlocks2).

As a sample of the developed models, Fig. 3 illustrates the basic (data) flow and
activities (states) of the data acquisition process along the RAMI 4.0 layers. Model

Fig. 2. PFS model of the data acquisition process in the proposed architecture

2 A deadlock occurs when a process goes into permanent standby (i.e. unable to change its state
indefinitely) because the resources required by it are being used by another process also permanently
waiting [18].
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simulations are omitted here for space reasons, since the model has 204 achievable
states with 403 situations/scenarios that describe the evolution between those states.

5 Final Remarks

The proposed architecture follows the RAMI 4.0 framework. In addition, the proposed
architecture also considers the concepts discussed in other frameworks for dealing with
big data, including NBDRA and architectures used by reputable data science compa-
nies and ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) solutions. The archi-
tecture proposed here is thus based on solutions discussed in both academic and
business environments where assured the functionalities associated with the structure
and interactivity among the proposed components and the novelty of the topic.

In the context of I4.0, it is noted that many of its aspects are, in fact, still expec-
tations, including RAMI 4.0 which is a work in progress. In this respect, this work is
also an application example of RAMI 4.0, addressing the research question of how the
big data acquisition relates in I4.0 through its functionalities arranged throughout the
RAMI 4.0.

It is noteworthy that, with the proposed architecture, there are possibilities in
considering existing data acquisition systems, mapping their functionalities. It is
believed that this practice contributes to elucidate existing systems establishing a path
for modernization and implementation, as well as its adaptation to the I4.0 paradigms.
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Fig. 3. PN models of the data acquisition process in the proposed architecture
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